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Be it enacted by the Senate of  the Associated Students,  

Section 1: Purpose 

In Fall 2013, Sound and Lights presented a three year plan to ASUN President, Ziad Rashdan, 

and the Committee on Budget and Finance to update the equipment inventory of about $6,500 per 

year for a total of $19,500 for 2013-2015. This was due to the fact that much of the equipment in 

the inventory was aging and failing at events.  

Sound and Lights would like to continue with the replacement plan and has researched the 

equipment for the second request to update the equipment. 

Section 2: Findings 

The Director of Sound and Lights has broken down the purchases of Sound and Lights equipment 

for the second year of the three year plan. It is proposed that four small rugged mixers are 

purchased to replace problematic mixers and allow for USB sound input and recording within the 

mixer. Each mixer costs $300 for a total of $1,200. In addition, four mixer cases can be purchased 

for $250 each for a total of $1,000. Two 8-LED par can kits can be purchased to increase stage 

lighting capability for all events and allow for light at simultaneous events for $650 each for a total 



 

 

of $1,300. Required Cords, hardware, and adapters can be purchased for $500. Two intelligent 

lights can be purchased to increase the atmosphere lighting for high visibility events for $650 each 

for a total of $1,300. Lastly, a computer DMX lighting controller can be purchased to create entire 

shows and scents to enhance all lighting events for $500.  

Section 3: Appropriations 

The President of the Association is hereby authorized to make capital expenditures not to exceed a 

total of $5,800 for sound and lights equipment. 

 

 

 


